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Beacon Code Assignment 
 
This question was arguably one of the hardest to tackle, because of the confusing way 
that the requirement was written. One major source of confusion we faced was the use of 
the terms ‘discrete code’ and ‘beacon code’. After much deliberation, we decided that the 
two terms were interchangeable. However the conclusion we reached was not at all clear 
from the requirement. 
 
Obviously, one reason for this confusion is that none of us are domain experts. It is 
probable that software engineers working in the air traffic control industry would not 
have any trouble interpreting these terms. 
 
Because of the confusing nature of this requirement, we found it invaluable to use a 
flowchart to capture our interpretation of the requirement: 
 
Aircraft Supports 
Code Capability? 

Does Flight Plan 
have Beacon Code? 

Is Beacon Code 
Unique (no conflicts)? Action 

No   Do Nothing 

No  
Assign new  

discrete code 

No 
Assign new 

discrete code Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Use Flight Plan’s 

existing code 

 
With this flowchart in hand, it is a relatively simple matter to translate the requirement 
into predicate logic.  
 
SETS: 
FlightPlan: The set of all flight plans in the database 
Code: The “adapted subset” of all possible beacon codes. 
 
We assign predicates for each of the decision points in the flowchart: 
 
Predicate Signature Interpretation 
ACSupportsCode(X) FlightPlan → Boolean True if aircraft corresponding to flight 

plan X supports code capability, false 
otherwise. 
 

FPHasCode(X) FlightPlan → Boolean True if flight plan X has a beacon code 
already assigned, false otherwise. 
 

FPCodeUnique(X) FlightPlan → Boolean True if flight plan X has a beacon code 
which is unique among all flight plans 
in the database, false otherwise. 
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We also assign predicates corresponding to the final action states the system should be in 
as a result of this requirement: 
 
Predicate Signature Interpretation 
FPNeedsNewCode(X) FlightPlan → Boolean If true, a new, unique discrete 

code needs to be selected and 
assigned to the flight plan X. 
 

FPCanUseExistingCode(X) FlightPlan → Boolean If true, flight plan X can use its 
existing assigned code. 
 

 
 
The predicate logic statements then follow directly: 
 
Some aircraft don’t support code capability: 

∃  X:FlightPlans •  ¬  ACSupportsCode(X) 
 
Situations in which we need to assign a new code: 

∀  X:FlightPlans •  ACSupportsCode(X) ∧  ¬  FPHasCode(X) � FPNeedsNewCode(X) 
 
∀  X:FlightPlans •  ACSupportsCode(X) ∧  FPHasCode(X) ∧  ¬  FPCodeUnique(X) 
� FPNeedsNewCode(X) 
 
Situations in which we can use the code that initially came with the flight plan: 

∀  X:FlightPlans •  ACSupportsCode(X) ∧  FPHasCode(X) ∧  FPCodeUnique(X) 
� FPCanUseExistingCode(X) 
 
We can only either copy the existing code, or assign a new one – never both: 

∀  X:FlightPlans •  ¬  ( FPNeedsNewCode(X) ∧  FPCanUseExistingCode(X) ) 
 
 
We also need to model the statement that beacon codes can be recycled once a flight plan 
has been terminated. To do this, we introduce three more predicates: 
 
Predicate Signature Interpretation 
Active(X) FlightPlan → Boolean True if flight plan X is active (not 

terminated), false otherwise. 
 

InitialFPCode(X, C) FlightPlan X Code → 
Boolean 

True if C is the code initially 
assigned to flight plan X, false 
otherwise. 
 

FinalFPCode(X, C) FlightPlan X Code → 
Boolean 

True if C is the code assigned to 
flight plan X as a result of ‘beacon 
code assignment’, false otherwise. 
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Note that we have to explicitly distinguish between the initial code assigned to a flight 
plan (if one exists), and the final code which we end up assigning to it. This is because 
the initial assigned code never changes, and we may some times need to copy the initial 
code to become the assigned code. Thus we always have to preserve the initial code. 
 
With these predicates, we can write statements to complete the formalization of this 
requirement: 
 
Flight plans which need a new code assignment must select a code which is not assigned to any 
other flight plan: 

∀  X:FlightPlans; C:Codes •  Active(X) ∧  FPNeedsNewCode(X) ∧   
(∀  Y:FlightPlans •  Y ≠ X � ¬  FinalFPCode(Y, C)) � FinalFPCode(X, C) 
 
 
Flight plans which can use their existing code assignment: 

∀  X:FlightPlans; C:Codes •  Active(X) ∧  FPCanUseExistingCode(X) ∧   
InitialFPCode(X, C) � FinalFPCode(X, C) 
 
 
Inactive (Terminated) flight plans have NO code assigned to them: 

∀  X:FlightPlans; C:Codes •  ¬  Active(X) � ¬   FinalFPCode(X, C)  
 
 
These three statements can be implemented with functions: 
 
Function Signature Interpretation 
AssignNewCode(X, FPDB) FlightPlan X 

ΡΡΡΡ FlightPlan 
→ FlightPlan 

This function takes in the flight 
plan being considered, and a set 
of all the flightplans in the 
database, and returns the 
flightplan with a new, unique 
beacon code attached. 
 

UseExistingFPCode(X) FlightPlan → 
FlightPlan 

This function takes in the flight 
plan being considered, and simply 
copies the initial code in the flight 
plan to the final assigned code. 
 

TerminateFlightPlan(X) FlightPlan → 
FlightPlan 

This function takes in a flight plan 
and strips out its final assigned 
code, so that the code can be 
recycled. 
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Emergency Airport Processing 
 
This is perhaps the clearest question among those in the lab sheet as all cases have been 
clearly elaborated.  
 
Set Definitions 
 
1. Velocities  == the set of all possible velocities. 

WindVelocity ⊆  Velocities 
PlaneVelocity ⊆  Velocities 
 

2. Locations == the set of all possible plane and airport locations. 
AirportLocation ⊆  Locations 
PlaneLocation ⊆  Locations 
 

3. Heading == the set of all possible heading 
4. Distance == the set of all possible distance 
5. Time == the set of all possible time 
6. AllAirports == the set of all possible airports 

Airport ⊆  AllAirports   
The list of Airport with emergency capability is adapted from a list of all airports, i.e. 
AllAirport. 
 

 
Function Declaration 
 
FindPath:  PlaneLocation * AirportLocation * PlaneVelocity * WindVelocity →  

Heading * Distance * Time 
 

FindPath (PlaneLocation, AirportLocation, PlaneVelocity, WindVelocity) is a function 
which, when given the above arguments, computes a tuple (Head, Distance, Time) 
corresponding to the heading, distance, and time from the airplane to the airport being 
considered for emergency airport processing. 

 
 
Assumptions 

• Implementation of FindPath is described outside this specification.  
 
• Emergency airport processing only considers a subset of AllAirports in the 

adaptation list, i.e. Airport. 
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Predicate Signature Interpretation 
Eligible(X,Y) Aircraft x Airport → Boolean  true if Aircraft X is eligible for 

emergency processing at Airport 
Y, false otherwise 
 

Overide(X,Y) Aircraft x Airport → Boolean true if Eligibility for Aircraft X to 
process at Airport Y is overridden, 
false otherwise 
 

Small(X) Aircraft → Boolean true if Aircraft X is small. 
 

Large(X) Aircraft → Boolean true if Aircraft X is large 
 

Heavy(X) Aircraft → Boolean true if Aircraft X is heavy 
 

ClassS(Y) Airport → Boolean true if Airport Y can handles small 
aircraft, false otherwise 
 

 
ClassSL(Y) 

Airport → Boolean true if Airport Y can handles small 
and large aircraft, false otherwise 
 

 
ClassSLH(Y) 

Airport → Boolean true if Airport Y can handles small, 
large and heavy aircraft, false 
otherwise 

 
Aircraft are partitioned into small, large and heavy. 
∀  X: Aircraft •  Small (X) ∨  Large (X) ∨  Heavy (X) 
∀  X: Aircraft •  Small (X) � ¬  Large (X) ∧  ¬  Heavy (X) 
∀  X: Aircraft •  Large (X) � ¬  Small (X) ∧  ¬  Heavy (X) 
∀  X: Aircraft •  Heavy (X) � ¬  Small (X) ∧  ¬  Large (X) 
 
Airports are similarly partitioned into three classes. 
∀  Y: Airport •  ClassS (Y) ∨  ClassSL (Y) ∨  ClassSLH (Y) 
∀  Y: Airport •  ClassS (Y) � ¬  ClassSL (Y) ∧  ¬  ClassSLH (Y) 
∀  Y: Airport •  ClassSL (Y) � ¬  ClassS (Y) ∧  ¬  ClassSLH (Y) 
∀  Y: Airport •  ClassSLH (Y) � ¬  ClassS (Y) ∧  ¬  ClassSL (Y) 
 
 
∀  X: Aircraft, Y: Airport •  ( Small(X) ∧  ¬  Override(X,Y) )  � Eligible (X,Y) 
 
∀  X: Aircraft, Y: Airport •  ( Large(X) ∧  ( ClassSL(Y) ∨  ClassSLH(Y)  )  ) ∧   
                                              ¬   Override (X,Y)  � Eligible (X,Y) 
 
∀  X: Aircraft, Y: Airport •  ( (Heavy(X) ∧  ClassSLH(Y) ) ∧  ¬   Override (X,Y)   
                                               � Eligible (X,Y) 
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In the above predicates, we have matched the airplane's property to the airport's property. 
It is also possible to apply it in the reverse manner. 
 
 
 
 
Detection of Aircraft-to-Aircraft Conflicts 
 
Since this requirement section is rather long, each paragraph will be identified with a 
letter for future reference (see appendix). This requirement is rather ambiguous, and 
without clear / concise actions defined. The following is a list of concerns/questions that 
were raised during the attempt to formalize the requirement. 
 

1.) Paragraph B: 
a. The ACCC shall account for the increased uncertainty….  Cannot be 

modeled. This statement is subjective, and does not specify the how to 
account for the uncertainty. 

b. The words “unclassified”, and “adapted” were used out of context of the 
English language, and caused confusion for the real requirement. These 
words were ignored for the scope of this document. 

 
ASSUMPTIONS 

• Advisory alerts & priority alerts are only related to conflicts found in flight plans, 
and not trial plans. 

• Trial plan conflict criteria will be the same for an advisory alert. 
• Paragraph C, “areas” has he same definition as Sectors (important for 

predicate”radar(x)”) 
• Trajectory is part of the flight plans. 
• Only two aircraft are involved in any one conflict. 

 
 
SET DEFINITIONS 
FlightPlan == set of all flight plans 
FPDB :  P(FlightPlan)  (FPDB is the collection of flight plans in the database) 
TrialPlan ==set of all trial plans 
Plan = FlightPlan ∪  TrialPlan 
Sector = the set of all possible aircraft sectors 
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Predicate Signature Interpretation 
IsFlightPlan(x) Plan � Bool True when x is a member of 

FlightPlans (i.e., x is not a TrialPlan) 
 

PlanModified(x) Plan � bool Plan x has been changed or received 
from adjacent facility, or created as 
a trial plan. 
 

MustCheckForConflict(x) Plan � Bool When true, the flight plan X must be 
subjected to conflict checking. 
 

AdvisoryDistMin(x, y) Plan X Plan � Bool True when Minimum predicated 
separation distance between the 
two flight plans x and y requires 
controller monitoring (used for 
advisory and trial plan alerts) 
 

AdvisoryTimeToDistMin 
(x,y) 

Plan X Plan � Bool True when Time until minimum 
separation between the two flight 
plans x and y requires controller 
monitoring (used for advisory and 
trial plan alerts) 
 

PriorityDistMin(x, y) Plan X Plan � Bool True when Minimum predicated 
separation distance between the 
two flight plans x and y requires 
prompt action (used for priority 
alerts) 
 

PriorityTimeToDistMin 
(x,y) 

Plan X Plan � Bool True when Time until minimum 
separation between the two flight 
plans x and y requires prompt 
action (used for priority alerts) 
 

RaiseAdvisoryAlert(x,y) Plan X Plan � bool If true, an advisory alert needs to 
be raised because of a conflict 
between flight plans x and y. 
 

RaisePriorityAlert(x) Plan X Plan � bool If true, a priority alert needs to be 
raised because of a conflict between 
flight plans x and y. 
 

RaiseTrialPlanAlert(x) Plan X Plan � bool If true, a Trial Plan alert needs to be 
raised because of a conflict between 
trial plans x and y. 
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REQUIREMENTS FORMALIZATION: 
Paragraph A: 
English: Check for conflict is flight plan was changed or received…. 
 
∀ x:Plan •  PlanModified(X)  � MustCheckForConflict(X) 
 
Paragraph D: 
Trial Plan alerts 
 
∀ x:Plan •  MustCheckForConflict(x) ∧  ¬ IsFlightPlan(x) 
 ∧  (∃ y:Plan •  y ∈  FPDB ∧  x≠y ∧  AdvisoryDistMin(x,y) ∧  
AdvisoryTimeToDistMin(x,y)) � RaiseTrialPlanAlert(x,y) 
 
For each and every plan, if it is a trial plan and needs to be checked for conflicts, and if 
there exists another plan in the database for which the minimum distance and the time to 
minimum distance between the two planes is such that it requires monitoring, then a trial 
plan alert needs to be raised. 
 
Advisory Alerts 
∀ x:Plan •  MustCheckForConflict(x) ∧  IsFlightPlan(x) 
 ∧  (∃ y:Plan •  y ∈  FPDB ∧  x≠y ∧  AdvisoryDistMin(x,y) ∧  
AdvisoryTimeToDistMin(x,y)) � RaiseAdvisoryAlert(x,y) 
 
Analagous to above. As per our assumption, the same conditions are used to detect Trial 
plan conflicts and advisory conflicts. 
 
Priority Alert 
 
∀ x:Plan •  MustCheckForConflict(x) ∧  IsFlightPlan(x) 
 ∧  (∃ y:Plan •  y ∈  FPDB ∧  x≠y ∧  PriorityDistMin(x,y) ∧  PriorityTimeToDistMin(x,y)) � 
RaisePriorityAlert(x,y) 
 
Analogous to above. 
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Paragraph E and G: 
Create the message to display for each alert: 
 
We need to define functions to display the various alerts: 
 
AirplaneInfo : Callsign X AircraftControllingSector 
AlertMessage : AirplaneInfo X AirplaneInfo X Sector X Time 
 
GenerateTrialPlanAlert : Plan X Plan → AlertMessage 
GenerateAdvisoryAlert : Plan X Plan → AlertMessage 
GeneratePriorityAlert : Plan X Plan → AlertMessage 
 
These functions take in the two flight plans involved in the conflict, and generates the 
appropriate alert message. We need three separate functions because each category of 
alerts needs to be distinguishable from each other. Each alert message contains the details 
of each aircraft involved in the conflict (including callsign and controlling sector 
information), the sector containing the violation, and the time to violation. 
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